Role of insulin-like growth factor binding proteins in limitation of IGF-I degradation into the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist GPE: evidence from gonadotrophin-releasing hormone secretion in vitro at two developmental stages
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ABSTRACT

We showed previously that insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) could inhibit the secretion of gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH) evoked in vitro by N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) or veratridine depolarization. Such an IGF-I effect appeared to be mediated by its physiological breakdown product, the N-terminal tripeptide GPE. That effect was developmentally regulated since IGF-I could inhibit GnRH secretion from hypothalamic explants of 50-day-old adult rats but not from immature 15-day-old explants. We hypothesized that the IGF-binding proteins (BPs) could limit the peptide availability to endopeptidases and account for the absent IGF-I effects at 15 days. In this paper, we show that the inhibition of GnRH secretion by $10^{-10}$ M of IGF-I at 50 days is prevented in a dose-dependent manner by 0.3 to 3 nM of IGF-BP2 as well as IGF-BP3. The inhibition caused by $10^{-10}$ M of GPE is not affected under similar conditions. Using explants obtained at 15 days, a significant inhibition of GnRH secretion can be obtained by $10^{-10}$ M of IGF-I in the presence of an anti IGF-BP2 antiserum used at 1:3000 and 1:1000 concentrations. These data indicate that in the immature rat brain, the IGF-BPs could act as modulators of IGF-I degradation into its subproduct GPE, a possible endogenous antagonist at NMDA receptors.
1. Introduction

In the central nervous system, insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) is synthesized and cleaved by brain peptidases into two major peptides, the des(1–3)IGF-I and the N-terminal tripeptide, (1–3)IGF-I, also referred to as GPE based on its amino acid sequence glycine, proline and glutamate [25]. Des(1–3)IGF-I has reduced affinity to IGF-binding proteins (IGF-BP) and shows therefore increased biopotency as a neurotrophic factor through the classical IGF receptors [27]. GPE was proposed as a possible agonist at N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors [17,24]. In contrast, using the in vitro secretion of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) as a paradigm of NMDA-receptor-mediated effect, we reported that IGF-I resulted in NMDA receptor antagonism mediated through GPE, since that effect was prevented by peptidase inhibitors and not observed using des(1–3)IGF-I [7].

In our previous developmental studies, we found that the NMDA receptors were equally active in the mechanism of GnRH secretion at 15 and 50 days of age, as evidenced from the similar sensitivity to increasing concentrations of the agonist NMDA and the antagonist MK-801 [4,6]. GPE was also equally effective in inhibiting GnRH secretion at both ages [7]. There was, however, a striking age dependency of the IGF-I effect which was obvious at 50 days but absent at 15 days [7]. Such a difference could be explained by developmental changes in IGF-I endopeptidase activity. Alternatively or additionally, the IGF-BPs could prevent GPE generation through a reduction of IGF-I availability to enzymatic degradation. Testing the latter hypothesis was the aim of the present study.

2. Materials and methods

Individual explants (12 to 15 in each experiment) of the retrochiasmatic hypothalamus of 15-day- and 50-day-old male Wistar rats were studied using a static incubation system described in detail previously [2,3,6]. In 0.5 ml fractions of the incubation medium collected every 7.5 min for 4–6 h, the radioimmunoassay of GnRH was performed as described earlier in detail [2,3]. The secretion of GnRH was studied during a 7.5-min exposure to veratridine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), a depolarizing agent through Na⁺ channel opening. Veratridine was used repeatedly at intervals of 37.5 min (50 days) or 52.5 min (15 days), in order to prevent inhibition of GnRH secretion resulting from the inhibitory autofeedback [5]. The secretory response of GnRH was calculated as the difference between the concentrations measured immediately before and during exposure to veratridine. For each explant, the data were transformed into percentages of the initial secretory response considered as 100%. The effects of recombinant human IGF-I (Pharmacia, Stockholm, Sweden) or GPE (Peninsula, Merseyside, UK) were studied through incubation for 15 min including 7.5 min immediately prior to and 7.5 min during veratridine stimulation. Using explants of 50-day-old rats, the effects of increasing concentrations of IGF-BP2 (courtesy of Dr. P. Ramage, Novartis Pharma,
Basle, Switzerland) and IGF-BP3 (courtesy of Dr. A. Sommer, Celtrix Pharmaceuticals, San José, CA) were studied through incubation for 15 min together with IGF-I or GPE. Using explants of 15- and 50-day-old rats, the effects of increasing concentrations of a mouse antiserum against IGF-BP2 (courtesy of Dr. P. Ramage, Novartis Pharma, Basle, Switzerland) were studied through incubation for 15 min together with IGF-I. For control purposes, equally increasing concentrations of mouse immunoglobulins G (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were used. Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA with correction for repeated measurement and Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. The level of significance was at $p < 0.05$.

3. Results

Using explants from 15-day-old rats, IGF-I did not affect the veratridine-evoked secretion of GnRH unless concentrations $\geq 10^{-6}$ M were used (Fig. 1). In contrast, a concentration as low as $10^{-13}$ M of IGF-I was already effective in reducing GnRH secretion by more than 50%, at 50 days (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Effects of increasing IGF-I concentrations on the veratridine-evoked secretion of GnRH from hypothalamic explants of 15- and 50-day-old male rats. *$p < 0.05$ vs. pretreatment control response.

Using explants from 50-day-old rats, the inhibition of GnRH secretion by $10^{-10}$ M of IGF-I was prevented in a dose-related manner by IGF-BP2 (Fig. 2) as well as IGF-BP3 (Fig. 3). In the absence of IGF-I, the highest concentration of BP used (3 nM) did not affect GnRH secretion. The inhibition of GnRH secretion by $10^{-10}$ M of GPE was not affected by IGF-BP2 (Fig. 2) or IGF-BP3 (Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Effects of increasing IGF-BP2 concentrations on the inhibition of veratridine-evoked GnRH secretion by IGF-I (upper panel) or GPE (lower panel) using hypothalamic explants from 50-day-old rats. *$p < 0.05$ vs. IGF-I or GPE in the absence of BP.

Fig. 3. Effects of increasing IGF-BP3 concentrations on the inhibition of veratridine-evoked GnRH secretion by IGF-I (upper panel) or GPE (lower panel) using hypothalamic explants from 50-day-old rats. *$p < 0.05$ vs. IGF-I or GPE in the absence of BP.
Using explants from 15-day-old rats, $10^{-10}$ M of IGF-I did not influence GnRH secretion, except when IGF-BP2 was passively immunoneutralized by the antiserum at the three highest concentrations used (Fig. 4). At 50 days, the inhibition of GnRH secretion by IGF-I was unchanged during passive immunoneutralization of IGF-BP2. At both ages, no effects were seen using increasing concentrations of mouse immunoglobulins (data not shown).

Fig. 4. Effects of increasing concentrations of mouse anti-IGF-BP2 antiserum (Ab) on the veratridine-evoked GnRH secretion which is studied in the presence of IGF-I at 15 days (upper panel) and 50 days (lower panel). *$p<0.05$ vs. IGF-I in the absence of Ab.

4. Discussion

In this study, we used the GnRH neurosecretory system as a paradigm of NMDA–receptor modulated neuronal function. During the past 10 years, we accumulated evidence that NMDA receptors were involved in pulsatile GnRH secretion as well as GnRH release evoked by veratridine from the explanted rat hypothalamus in vitro [2–6]. Recently, using the antisense strategy, we concluded that facilitation of GnRH secretion was mediated by receptors involving the NR2A subunit which were expressed in the mediobasal hypothalamus and encoded in the preoptic area, possibly in GnRH neuron cell bodies [9]. Using that paradigm, we aimed at further characterizing the interaction of IGF-I at NMDA receptors.
The role of IGF-I in the CNS is particularly complex. IGF-I has trophic brain effects mediated through its classical receptors. These effects were mimicked by the endogenous truncated derivative des(1–3)IGF-I [23] which was more potent than IGF-I due to reduced binding to the IGF-BPs [1,13,27]. IGF-I also has neuroprotective effects which were suggested by increased IGF-I expression at the site of hypoxic–ischemic or traumatic brain injury [14,15,19,28] and the positive effects of IGF-I on neuronal survival in vivo and in vitro [14,16,21]. Such in vitro neuroprotective effects were observed using the GT-1 cell line of immortalized GnRH neurons [26]. Some neuroprotective effects resulted from the IGF-I molecule and did not require IGF-I degradation into its physiological subproducts des(1–3)IGF-I and GPE since the IGF-I analog Gln$^3$, Ala$^4$, Tyr$^{15}$, Leu$^{16}$ IGF-I was neuroprotective in vitro [16]. The observation, however, that the neuroprotective effects of IGF-I were not mimicked by des(1–3)IGF-I [14] suggested the possible involvement of a mechanism different from the classical IGF-I receptors.

An alternative mechanism for IGF-I effects in the CNS was through GPE, its post-translational side-product of peptidase degradation. This was initially suggested by Sara et al. [24], who proposed that GPE worked as a competitive agonist at NMDA receptors involved in dopamine release, while acetylcholine release could be stimulated by GPE through another type of receptor. Because the NMDA receptors were involved in neurotoxicity and IGF-I in neuroprotection, it appeared critical to elucidate further the relationship between both systems. The data on interactions of IGF-I or GPE with glutamate or NMDA receptors were equivocal, however. IGF-I was found to have inhibitory effects on glutamate-evoked release of GABA [12], as well as sensitizing effects on the neurotoxic glutamate effects [10]. GPE was found to act as a NMDA receptor agonist in cortical neurons [25] and retinal glial cells [17], whereas we found GPE as well as other peptide subproducts to antagonize the NMDA-receptor-mediated secretion of GnRH [7,8]. The reason for those discrepancies was unclear, particularly since the precise mechanism of GPE interaction at the receptor level was not elucidated. Anyhow, this indicated that the conclusions drawn using a particular paradigm of NMDA-receptor-mediated effect could not be extrapolated to other models.

While we found that GPE was similarly effective in inhibiting GnRH secretion in immature and adult rats, IGF-I showed no effect in immature rats but was extremely potent in adults [7]. We show in this paper that at 15 days, IGF-I concentrations $10^7$ to $10^9$ times higher than at 50 days are required to obtain a similar effect. While some developmental difference in IGF-I peptidase activity could contribute to the observations, we provide here evidence of a possible role of the IGF-BPs. This complex system could act as a dual modulator enhancing as well as decreasing IGF-I effects [31]. It has been proposed that the IGF-BPs protect IGF-I from peptidase degradation [11]. It was shown recently that in urine, which contains relatively low IGF-I peptidase activity, the 50-kDa BP-associated IGF-I fraction contained only 6% of des(1–3)IGF-I whereas 64% of the truncated peptide were obtained from the free IGF-I fraction [30]. Thus, the BPs could be viewed as a modulator of the production of a bioactive IGF-I degradation subproduct. We used the IGF-BP2 and IGF-BP3 because they have been shown to be prominently expressed in the CNS [20,22]. In addition, IGF-BP2 and, to a lesser extent, IGF-BP3 are increasingly expressed during the week following an hypoxic–ischemic or traumatic brain injury [14,15,18,19,28,29]. It could be that the initial phase of IGF-I neuroprotective effects involved an effect of the GPE subproduct at NMDA receptors, the
delayed increase in IGF-BP2 expression acting as a possible inhibitory modulator of that effect. A role for endogenous IGF-BP2 is suggested by our passive immunoneutralization experiments. The prominent effect of IGF-BP2 in the immature rat are consistent with the observation that the 29 and 32 kDa BP complex which should include BP2, showed a steadily decreasing expression between postnatal period and adulthood [21].
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